INTRODUCTION TO MOVEMENT
Kasiiya offers guests a free
introduction session to
mindful movement.

Kasiiya invites some of the
most exciting movement
coaches worldwide, to share
their passion with our guests.

They are part of a community
that travels the world, meets
new culture and people, in a
journey of constant discovery
of their own practice.

For guests who wish to
continue after leaving, your
coach offers a free session for
the first five online classes
you take.
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INTRODUCTION TO BRUNO GIUSTOZZI

Bruno has been working as a movement teacher and
free diving instructor for the last six years in Europe, Asia, and Central
America. Currently, he is studying and teaching Daoist self-cultivation
arts of Qigong, Breath work and Meditation from the Daxuan
tradition. This involves training the body to become strong and deeply
relaxed, the mind to be calm and focused, and energy/vitality to be
abundant and circulating.
On his journey over the last ten years, Bruno has learned and
explored in depth different movement practice approaches that
shaped him. Among these are: Joseph Bartz Training, Stretch Therapy
(Kit Laughlin), Ido Portal Method, Modern Methods of Mobility
(Emmet Louis) and MovNat.
Since childhood, Bruno has been drawn to water and the ocean in
particular. Through free diving and in his
courses, he encourages reconnecting to the water element and
exploring the ocean by diving beyond the surface physically and
mentally. Allowing people to experience calmness and
weightlessness in the water. Breathing calmly on the surface to then
pause and descend into the blue.
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INTRODUCTION TO GIORGIA DIAZZI

Kasiiya is proud to introduce Giorgia, who will be staying with us until
March and providing wellness therapies for guests
free-of-charge.
In 2016 Giorgia discovered aerial arts, pole sport and flexibility
training, her true passion. Giorgia’s areas of coaching include full
body mobility, body weight training, flexibility and contortion
training, circus skills, balancing and body awareness.
Giorgia ensures students find their own strength in a playful,
energetic and supportive environment: guiding them through mindbody connection to help achieve more flexibility, strength and body
awareness.
Flexibility for Giorgia is a meditation itself, requires focus, mindset
preparation, letting go of the mind/ego and deep understanding of
the present body state. Body movement is also a lot of fun and
Giorgia is going to take you through a journey while exploring what is
in line with your own body and discovering the next level.
Always approach training with an open mind: ready to discover new
movements within yourself and getting surprised by what your body
can do!
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INTRODUCTION TO PEPPE PROVINO

In 2018, Pep discovered body
weight training, his true passion.
Pep’s areas of coaching include
full body mobility, breathing
exercises, mindfulness and
meditative exercises,
callisthenics, hand-stands and
gymnastic strength and skills.
Pep ensures students realise the
true strength, capability and
playfulness within their body. By
focusing on fundamental
movement patterns and
cultivating body awareness,
students master the basics
before progressing onto
intermediate and advanced
movement patterns and skills.
Finding space and peace of mind
before every workout through
meditation, respiration, and
regeneration work ensures
guests will begin each workout in
a state of mind that will

significantly increase understanding of their personal
strengths, limitations and
imbalances thus improving your
mind-muscle connection.
For Pep, meditation is a work-out
in itself: a brain workout that
requires patterns and exercises
to improve. There
is no wrong or right way to
meditate: meditation brings back
control and facilitates an
awareness of negative thoughts
allowing you to acknowledge,
understand and then, most
importantly, let them go.
Go back to basics. Always seek to
be humble and maintain your
beginner’s mindset. This practice
is the secret to achieving the
optimal mindset for every
workout and the results speak
for themselves.
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INTRODUCTION TO JAVIER MARTINEZ

Javier has a background in traditional martial arts, bringing over 25
years of knowledge and experience. He has a natural passion for
teaching movement skills based training across a variety of
disciplines, including calisthenics, gymnastics, yoga, animal flow,
martial arts and QiGong.
Aiming to achieve mind and body health through a balanced
practice, he harmoniously blends modern science and ancient
traditions in group classes or private sessions that are nondogmatic and down-to-earth, emphasising anatomical precision,
mindful movement and breath work.
In the last few years, Javier’s main focus has been deepening his
study of Taoist Internal Energy Arts, including Tai Chi, NeiGong,
QiGong and meditation. After observing the mental and physical
health benefits that the taoist science has brought to himself and
others, he now spends most of his time training and teaching these
energy arts.
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INTRODUCTION TO ADRIENA PECINOVÁ

Adriena was born and raised in the Czech Republic. Throughout her
youth, she had a passion for all sports and for six years played ice
hockey for her country.
At the age of 18 Adriena discovered a new approach to body and
mind wellbeing outside of the confines of formal sports. Through the
teachings of Ido Portal she discovered movement as well as
principles and tools from multiple disciplines such as parkour,
martial arts, yoga, bodyweight training, hand-balancing and
gymnastics.
In 2016 Adriena starting sharing her learnings as a personal trainer,
eventually becoming a teacher in the Pohyb Je Život company. By
2019 she had completed a Physiotherapy degree broadening her
understanding of the human body and healing. Her teaching,
studying and treatments continue to take her around the world.
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